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Monitors are the key accessories imbibed by a computer model and are thus, noticed as a pivotal
purchase. There is a series of reputed brand coming over with their offering that makes the
selection quite tough.  You are offered with a whole range of options available for the consumers in
India.

The list of flat LCD monitors has been offered at affordable prices. Among the set availabilities we
have a series of stunning monitor models that are put further s a recommendation of purchase. The
monitors that top that list of offering apt money along with good performance are mentioned below:

Starting with the first recommendation, the LG Monitor Price Monitors Price in India is the most
alluring one for the potential buyers. These are marketed at low prices that vary with respect to the
benefits and warranty offered along. These are energy saving 19-inch Widescreen LCD monitors
that are featured with anti-glare screen. Having a hard coating, these deliver resolution in 0.285 mm
Dot pitch and high brightness of 300 cd/m2. to add, the fast 5ms response time is supported by a
true widescreen aspect ratio of 16:9. What counted over the beauty of these monitors is their Digital
Fine Contrast ratio that is coupled by f-engine image correction technology.

Next possible purchase option is Samsung Monitors Price, which is again a flat screen monitor
delivering a fabulous and fast 5 ms response time. Having a wider viewing angle of 160 degrees-
vertical) and 160 degrees-horizontal, these monitor are high on contrast ratio.

Next viable option in the Monitors Price list is Benq monitor. Claiming to be worldâ€™s first full HD LCD
monitor, these monitor sports Advanced Motion Accelerator (AMA) technology that helps these to
deliver fast 2ms response time. Additionally, these monitors are assisted by a dynamic Contrast
Ratio as well as the aspect ratio. The viewing angle is set absolutely comfortable and takes off the
strain from the userâ€™s eyes. These HDMI port along with HDCP and DVI-D ports put forth high-
definition video connectivity.

From all the above marked recommendations, you can go with most suitable as per your respective
likes and budgets. Certainly your purchase will be a satisfactory one.
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